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.----Area 'baby boomers'

1

rally to protest
rising national debt ·

.

-

f2~liages

Evangelist prays for UCF .I
.

-

·'Brother Rick' arouses student anger and draws ridicule

tor. "It's not designed for the
populationexplosioncomingup."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Lead ... or Leave encourages
Members of the group Lead youngpeople,particularlythose
... or Leave, an organization of born during the Vietnam War,
young people fighting against to sign the "people's pledge."
thegrowingnational debt, found People signing the pledgepromit too early in the morning to ise that if the national debt has
make it to their rally Tuesday been reduced by 1996, they will
morning at the federal building give half a day to a community
in downtown Orlando.
service organization of their
The 8:30 a.m. tally was to be choice. "It helps people to be
held in conjunction ~~~~~~~~ active in their·
with the American
communities,"
Association of
"We do need to Nyhan said.
Boomers,a25,000-. - get the young
In addition to
member national
young people,
people out
Lead ... or Leave,
organization of
baby boomers.
there."
since Aug. 5, has
encouraged
About 10 to 15
Boomers showed,
• Barbara Burke members of Concarrying signs
BOOMERS CHAIRMAN gress to sign a
reading, "Put trust • • • • • • • • pledgenottoseek
back in the trust fund," "What re-election if the debt has not
about our children" and "Four beenhalvedby1996. According
trillion reasons to vote no to to the group, over 70 Congress
incumbents."
membershavesignedthepledge,
But Lead ... or Leave mem- including five from Florida.
bers did not show. "It was literStudent Body President Jaally too early for them to get up," son DiBona of UCF and presisaid Barbara Burke, chairman dent-elect Chris Marlin have
oftheCentralFloridachapterof been trying to organize a chap:.
the Boomers.
teratUCF.
The organizers of the rally
Last year, DiBonaand about
Suzie Massa confronts 'Brother Rick' as the fundamenwanted to call attention to the 20 students held a rallyfor Lead
talist preacher spoke on UCPs green. (DeHoogn=lJTURE>
burden of the debt falling on ... or Leave on Interstate 4.
young Americans. "It's going to During rush hour, they held '
bankrupt our children," Burke
signswhichread,'TaketheLead
said. "The younger you are, the ... or Leave pledge."
Aid project," Alderman said "I
less likely you are to see retire"It'sapriorityofStudentGov- by Rosibel Monserrate
learned the link from a one-day
ment benefits."
emment to st.art a Lead ..or CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
project to becoming socially active
Lead ... or -.
Leave chapter
Volunteer UCFmembersMike and advocating a cause."
Leave is an orgaQuick facts
here," Marlin
Kristin Parrish, executive dinization ofyoung
said. Once Mar- Alderman and Tony Whitten atpeople fighting For more information lin startsachap- tended the 1993 Campus Out- rector of COOL, said COOL gives
against the bur- about Lead •.• or Leave, ter, he hopes to reach Opportunity League Na- students the opportunity to be
den of the- debt contact Nick Nyhan at appoint a "point tional conference on student com- heard and make a difference in
falling on the 1-800-99-CHANGE or person" to coor- munity service at the University surrounding communities.
_ Ali.xis Babt.i.it, a student at the
younger genera- Barbara Burke at 671- dinate UCF's of Illinois March 25-28.
Listen
to
the
Voices
...
Make
Community College of Philadeltion. Two 20- 1160.
chapterwith the
the
Connections
this
year's
phia, spoke on issues facing the
y ear - old
onein Washingthat
college
theme
emphasizes
homeless
in the United States tocongressmen's assistants in ton.
students
can
make
a
difference
in
day.
She
said
she feels more sorry
-· Washington D.C. started the
~out was extremely low
today's
society.
COOL's
mission
fortheyouthsthatcommitcrimes
program. Members are con- [atTuesday'srally],"Marlin said
cerned that when the baby- Because of this, the Boomers is to empower and educate college on the streets than their victims.
boomer generation reaches re- and Lead ... or Leave plan to students to strengthen the nation Babtistblames thesystemforpovertyandhomeless. Babtistsaidno
tirement age, today's young rallyagainwithinamonth. "We through community service.
About 1,500 leaders in student changes for the better will come
people will not be able to handle do need to get the young people
community service from the United about unless laws are changed.
the financial burden of Social out there," Burke said.
Eli Segal, assistant to the
Security and truces. "We have to
They haven't yet decided on a States, Great :Oritian, Canada and
prepB{e for [the baby boomers] specific day, butBurke said they Puerto Rico attended the conference president and director of the
to receive Social Security, but would have the next rally at to le.am to teach, share, inspire and Office of National Service, introduced a program that pays
the system is not prepared for noon to assure the Lead ... or become inspired.
"Community service is more than students' tuition on the condiit," said Nick Nyhan, Lead ... or Leavemembers wouldhavetime
a one-day project, more than a Band tion thattheyvolunteer 10hours
Leave's national field coordina- to get out ofbed.
by Audrea Huff

by Bill CUshing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

''Whatifyou'remarriedand
masturbate? Is that okay?''
"Where's your humility?''
"Is there a test?"
· Those were some of the
questions that members ofa
constantly-changing crowd .
fired at "Brother Rick" Monday and Tuesday as the traveling Texan evangelist visited the University of Central Florida to preach to college students.
Standing on the "free
speech" area of the university, he preached until students would stop and argue.
Eventually, a crowd gathered, at times numbering
more than 100 people.
Answered primarily with
taunts and jeers from the
students present, one even
broughtachairtositon while
shouting derogatory remarks at the man.
"fve been doing this for
almost nine years," Rick said.
"The biggest hecklers usually become the best Christians." He had his share of
heckle.-s at .UCF, although
many who questioned him
appearec genuinely upset at
BROTHER continued page 3

Students make a difference at COOL

CLASSIFIEDS page 6

a week.
"People have to begin to
choose the spirit of adventure
over the beauty of ease," Segal
said. "Everything can be great
because eveiyone can serve."
WaBun-Inini, a member ofthe
Anishinabe tribe, spoke on issues
facing Native Americans. He told
studentsabQuthowNativeAmericans are exploited and forgotten.
He feels school mascots referring
to Native Americans are an insult
to his people.
Warren Furutani, board
member of the Los Angeles City
Board of Education, expressed
how the L.A riot and the upcoming Rodney King verdict affect the area. He emphasized
that $30,000 are spent on keeping a prisoner in jail while only
$4,000 are spent on keeping a
student in school. Furutani said
the bottom line is a bad education system.
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Mike Bosley
Angie Custer
Trey Gordon

Adrienne Blunt
Woody Brown

Kathy Bond
•

Kristin Hahn
NadaMatar
Jacqui Mumaw
Darin Patton
Jennifer Pinto Shannon Pounds
P.J. Power
Albert Perez
J.R. Rodda
Ray Sanchez
Marylouise Stanton
HollyRayko
Jenny Taylor Amy Wasserman Wendy Wesley Matt Workman .
Jeff Laing, Coordinator
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Arbour Village Apartn1ents~
~-
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ArbourVillage ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swinuning pools
.Professional management
•Exercise Room

• Oversized walk-in closet~
.Small pets accepted ·
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

•
•

..

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

LSAT
• MCAT
GMAT
• NCLEX
GRE • SPEED READING

•

.
•

THE TEST IS WHEN? CLASSES ·FORMING NOW.

• Live Classes with experienced instructors
0 Hundreds of hours of Audio revi~w Available.
7 days a week• Evenings too!
No Nonsense Guarantee
Industry Leader - 53 years of experience, and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed

•
•

0

0

Clubs & Organizations Information
Refreshments will be provided

•

•

KAPLAN

•

273-7111

•

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

•

.
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MAKING PEOPLE LAUGH ...

Black Greeks step to tradition
by Kisha Dunn
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Arena came alive
with sounds ofclapping hands,
stomping feet and tapping
canes last Saturday as the
UCF's National Panhellenic
Council held its annual Black
Greek Extravaganza step show
competition.
For the past six years, the
step show has been held at
UCF. The sponsor, the National Panhellenic Council, is
made up of Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Omega Psi
Phi and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities as well . as Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma
Theta, Sigma Gamma Rho and
Zeta Phi Beta sororities.
Stepping, a tradition among
Black Greeks, involves performing visually stimulating dance
moves whileproducingthe "music" by utilizing body parts.
· This is · done through clap-

•
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ping hands,slapping thighs,
stompingfeetand, in some cases,
tapping canes. Each group has
its own characteristic steps
which are as much a part of the
fraternity or sorority as the colors and letters.
Another integral part of
stepping involves each fraternity and sorority singing their
own praises while making fun
of the other fraternities and
sororities. This adds an element of spirit and fun to the
competition.
The fraternities and sororities that competed were judged
on creativity, showmanship, entrance, crowd appeal and overall performance.
Each group was given 20minutes to perform.
The winner, by ·default, in
the sorority section was Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority.
The fraternity prize was
given to Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, who also won the over-

all prize. Each fraternity and
sorority that participated received a trophy for entering
the competition.
There was also a special appearancebytheDeltaSigmaTheta
chapter from Bethune- Cookman
College. Their UCF counterparts,
however, did not step.
Sheldon Powdar, pr~sident
of the 'National Panhellenic
Council and member of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity, was
pleased with how the event
was run. He said it was a success and he is looking forward
to next year's extravaganza.
The organizers of the event
were Patrice Phillip and Coretta
Cotton. According to Phillip, the
step show was abig success, and
the turnout was the best in the
past four years.
She said having the step
show "lets people know we [National Panhellenic] are here.
It shows we can plan something on our own."

Brother Riek's message rwt zve"/coine
nario was submission to the Bible. using a variation on open preach"I believe in theocracy," he said at ing that takes an accusing tone
_one point. "Jesus said go to the to attract crowds.
FROM PAGE 1
world and preach. '!bat's why rm
"I don't think it's an outdated
whattheyperceivedasapresump- here, because UCF is so worldly." method," Binkley observed. "I
tuous attitude~
And he seemed to find plenty of think it's ·a method that can be
. "I look at people the way God worldly sin on the campus.
easily abused. Ifyou preach the
looks at them," Rick said. "I know - When he listed wat.ching tele- true sense of t"he gospel - I
what God thinks."
visionalongwithothermortalsins, mean the £ull gospel, it
be
Callingstudents"abusers"and he evoked an almost unanimous quite effective."
"fomicat.ors,"hismessagewasbuilt responseoflaughter. Whilemany
"He didn't seem out to save
as much on theatrics as biblical studentstreatedBrother Rickasa anybody," Goforth said.
knowledge.
joke, he upset many. Christians
"I think he's definitely out of
Jonathon Magnum, an En- present expressed the greatest touchwithstudents,"Binkleysaid
"H~oondemnedthestudentpopu
glish major, threw a dollar into frustration.
the area where Rick danced and
Eric Goforth, a mechanical en- lation without reallyknowingwho
sang, insisting, "I haven't seen gineering senior, stood by Rick they are. The majority of the stuen tertai n men t
and asked that the dents here at UCF are responlike this on camc1·owd ~not judge sible: they work for a livi~, they
"/ know what
Christianity by t¥s pay their way through college .."
pusinalongtime."
"You're gonna
God thinks.,, man." He accused
When a student shouted the
bum if you don't
Rick of "looking question "Are you perfect?"
tum," Rick cried
down"atrathe~than Rick'sreply was, "Morally speak.and chanted.- "Sin
• Brother Rick preaching to the ing,yes."
will scramble your
TRAVELING . crowd Goforth said
"I've been here about 40 minbrain.Sinwillmake
PREACHER
he was leading stu- utes,"SuzieMassa,ajuniorstudyyouinsane.Sinwill - - - - - - - - dents away from ing communications, said. "And
destroy you."
rather than t.o God rm getting really angry."
During his talks, Rick at"You don't mandate what I
"Whatreallybotheredmewas
tacked what he saw as the ills of preach; the Holy Spirit dictates that he said he was sinless,"
society.Trouhlespotsturnedout what I preach," Rick answered, Goforth noted. "Any Christian
to be almost everyone and ev- then labeled Goforth's protests as who says he's sinless is fooled."
erything. Men, women, fashion, an example of typical campus
The crowd united when Tony
television, even campus Chris- Christianity.
Hutcheson, a junior studying
tianorganizationsandthePope
"Idon'tknowwherehegetshis mathematics, stepped in and
view. There are a lot of views of read chapters from the Bible
became his targets.
"Don't marry a bum, ladies. Christi an it y,"
dealing with the
Manyaholyman,"headvisedthe Goforth later said. ~~~~~~~~ proliferation· of
women. "Ifyou get saved and re- "His policy didn't
"/don't know false prophets.
pentyoursins,youbecomeaborn- seem to offer salvawhere he gets
"I think it
again virgin."
tion; he seemed just
shows the power
his view."
ofreal ChristianAlthoughheplacedtheblame to attack the stu• Erl Goforth ity,"Binkleysaid.
for "fornication" upon men, he dents ... instead of
admitted, "A lot of these girls sayingwhatsinis."
UCF STUDENT "It appeared tohere, you get a few beers and
'There's a whole
day that a lot of
joints in ·them and they'll do ringofcampusevanChristians were
anything you want."
gelists that make their tours ofall challenging him."
Women had the most opposi- the campuses, work up·a crowd in
Joy Medved, a senior s~g
tiontoRick.'swords,protesting his the free speech area to spread criminal justice, was one of the
referencestothemas"incubators" some sort ofnews, not necessarily many students confronting
thetru.th,"saidSteveBinkley,stu- Brother Rick for his apparent hyand the "weaker vessel."
"Generally speaking, women dent director of UCFs United pocrisy. She accused hiffi of proare physicallyweaker than men," MethodistCampusMinistiy.He curinghatredandangei;conwndhe said Rick condemned people said people might benefit by ing that "Christianity is based
based on appearance, insisting · questioning Rick and looking on love and peace."
short pants and tight clothes on for answers.
"That's Hollywood's version
women signified sin For men, lie
Rick has visited the campus offaith," Rick said back to her.
That was an opinion that
said, "Earrings are symbolic of in the past as one ofmany travbeing effeminate."
eling evangelists that follow a Rick did not seem to share with
His remedy tD every sin or see- trail of universites and colleges many present.

BROTHER

ComedianTommy Blaze performs live for UCF
Knights in the SAC. cLee /FUTURE)
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~~~Announcements
lAE Career Day

CAB Lecture Series

Lartx:ia APha Epsilon career day
isfror.11 oa.m. -2 p.m. Aprl 7 i1 the
SIUdert Center Au:fitori.m. LAE is
UCPs crin1nal jJstice fratemiy.

The Campus Activites Board
distinguished lecture series presents Carol Beck at 8 p.m. April
6 in the Student Center
Auditiorium.

You Deserve Better

OralClo Shakespeare

Part tw:> of the series ''Corml..lnicai>nsi'lthe '90s"Nlrev<Wecm.rd
frdrYJa~inmagazines, oowsletters, oorporate vK1eo axt te~
cxmrunCati:>ns. The ~ 5
from1 to3p.m FooayinPtll'p;Hal
room220.

The Or1ard:> S~a-e Festivalopenstorigtfwilhtheprod.xi>rl
of "A Comedy of Enors." Performarx:es run i1 a repertory throlgh
May 2. T~ are from $5 to $25

Festival

aro are availalje a Tcketmaster.
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Oh, Brother! Rick
bothers even the
faithful at UCF
he students of the University of Central
Florida were presented with quite a spectacle this week.
In fact, to say that the aroma ofbrimstone was
in the air is probably an understatement of
"biblical" proportions.
The spectacle to which we refer, ofcourse, was
Brother Rick, that self-proclaimed ~morally perfect" individual who graced our campus with his
own interpretation of both God and the scriptures themselves.
We will be the first to admit that both collectively and individually the writings of this newspaper have been at odds with organized religion
on more than one occasion, but even we had to·
empathize with religious people in light of the
rantings of Brother Rick, who managed to alienate Christian and non-Christian alike with his
multi-hour tirades.
That said, we would like to go against our

-·
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religion m generruby the _antics of one self- _
righteous boob.
The most obvious evidence of Brother Rick's
lackofcredibilityonmattersoffaithcamewhenever a member of the crowd who obviously knew
the Bible would pin him down on a specific issue.
Instead of carrying on an intelligent dialogue,
Brother Rick's response was to break into some
sort of dance routine that looked suspiciously
heathen to us. In fact, the more informed the
question posed to him, the more irrational was

4

'E'ool's day wi·sh

.I:' I

Brian Costello

I

t'snottheLeSoapbox
way to apologize for
things I've ranted
about in the past, but I feel
· thiscasewarrantsanexcep· tion. You see, friend, last
week I made the claim that
The Edge was hell.
I wasaswrongaslcouldbe.
I went back t:o The Edge and I
wouldjustliket:osaythatafter
allthechangestheyvemade,I
like it. The Edge is cool! The Edge is rad! 'J;he Edge is
bitchin'! The Edge is evezy word in the thesauarus that's a
synonym for "good."
So we wentt:oTheEdgelastweekend, and the first thing
I noticed was ~t they lowered the price t:o $3.
"Wowr' I said tO a bouncer. "You lowered the price!"
"Yeah, well, you know," the bouncer replied, 'The owners thought that charging $5 to either dance or hang out
was a little steep; they felt like the price was highway

pit-free. The music was loud enough to hear it, yet soft
enoughtohaveadecentconversation.Forarefreshing
change, you could scream into someone's ear and they
could hear you. As the night went on, no one suffered
permanent hearing damage.
"Well hot diggity damn!," I thought to myself, "this
place is swell!" Just then these two beautiful women
with voluptuous breasts and sinewy thighs came up to
me. They both bore a striking resemblance to Sherilyn
Fenn and Winona Ryder.
"Excuse me," one of them said, "but aren't you Brian
Costello, theopinioncolumnistforthatwonderfo.lpuhlication called 1'ie Central Florida Future?"
"Why, yes I am." I answered.
They then proceeded to scream at me as ifl was Billy
Ray Cyrus, saying "It's him! IT'S HIM!!" They showered me with praise and adulation, moaning, "Ohh,
your writing, it gets us HOT!' (they were so fine, they
spelled hot with two ts)! The way you conjugate verbs,
your masterful use of the word 'bastard', the ecstatic
look on your face in your mugshot, we just wanna take
you home, you red hot sex machine!"
So we left. I spent most of the evening on the first floor
ofTheEdge,andamazinglyenough,nooneon the 2nd floor
threw their cigarettes or their cups ofbeer down on me or
anyone else. Even the skinheads were well-behaved as
they kept their political opinions to themselves. No one
usedpick-uplineseither;anyonecouldgouptoanyoneelse
and simply say, "Hi, would you like t:o have sex with me?"
I guess that's why The Edge was pretty much empty
around 12:30 am, everyone got what they came for.
Asmyspeciallady-friendsandl walkedoutthedoor,one
of the bouncers cheerfully said, "Have a good evening!" I
said"thankyou." He said "you're welcome."
So please forgive me. TheEdgeisareallycoolplace,and
I like it a lot. You should go there each and eveiy night.
And if you believe any of that, then you're brain
damaged from all of the hallucinogens you've been
ingesting. Happy April Fool's Day, YOU CRETINOUS
BASTARD!!

Brother Rick's response.
While this was unquestionably entertaining
to a majority of those students present, it did.
little to further his points.
After all, how serious can one expect to take a
man who portrays Ed Sullivan as some sort of
purveyor of evil?
And Brother Rick, apparently, truly believes ·
what he says. More's the shame.
It is also a shame that _ with all of the work
h
campus religious groups do to promote t e message oflove and forgiveness that any true faith
has at its core - one attention-hungry clown
may be able to eradicate the effort in th~ time it
takes to go through a single working day.
robbery."
Sneering,snideandjudgementalofanyname,
It was good that they suddenly cared about someperson or category he could bring to mind, Brother thing besides cashing in. But that wasn't the only major
Rick is hardly the epitome of what Christianity change to take place, Lord have mercy, they were
professes to embrace: forgiveness, love and tol- playing good music! They were playing bands like the
erance ofothers. Most Christians will admit that Buzzcocks, the Butthole Surfers, Beat Happening,
a basic credo of their faith is "love the sinner, Dead Kennedys, Throwing Muses, the ~inutemen,
hate the sin."
·and the Dicljits. I looked into the D.J. booth, and I saw
the disc jockey smashing a Utah Saints compact disc
In Brother Rick's case, however, it appears to with a hammer while screaming, "Die Utah Saints!
be the opposite. After all, without the sins to Die! DIE!"
Thentheyplayed"Heroin"bytheVelvetUnderground,
point out or attach to people, he would cease to
and everyone in the club was able t.o dance t:o it without
have a reason to exist.
However, we must allow Brother Rick his losingtherhythm.Incident.ally,theentirenightwasmoshopinion - no matter how demented- as well as
the liberty to express it.
·
Besides, as one student there pointed out, by
We encourage our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than
listening to men such as this, students may
300 words, and must include the author's name, major, and must be signed. The editoria~ gtaff
question things.
reserves the right to e~it letters for space. Letters can be sent to The Central Florida Future, P.O.
And that is what leads to an education.
Box 25,000, Orlando, FL 32816 or brought to our trailer on the comer of Gemini Blvd. and Libra Dr.

•
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Criticism can be used in.more than one way
Acertain long-hairedbrunettewithseafoam-greeneyes
saunt.ers int.o class. Her skin-tight, black leather miniskirt is suggestively short, which reveals her long, wellbronzed legs. She sits gracefully. She applies cherry red
SCENARIO
lipstick t.o her already lucious ruby lips. Eveiything about
ot t.o make you all her is heavenly. The guys are intrigued. The girls are
paranoid,butyou'dbe annoyed. Then she blowsher nose in herhands and smears
shocked t.o learn ex- the green slime onto a chair next t.o her.
actly how many people anaNow we're ALL annoyed.
. lyze the way you wa1k, sit in
Through this illustration, we see that the appearance
class, ta1k with friends, eat and aura of this girl encouraged a quick evaluation from
lunch,· or the million other nearly everyone in the classroom. Some were meSm.eriz.ed
things you do every day.
by her erotic, yet delicate splendor, while others wanted to
'\Vhenisthelasttbneyou've kill the bitch. Either way, something about her caught and
been criticized? How about sustained our attention.
right now?
Iremember,asateenager, mymothert.ellingmethatit's
_
At this moment, someone not so much ~hat you say as it is how you say it. She was
somewhere is warehing the way you are reading this right. Criticism and word choice go hand-in-hand, and this
article. We don't criticize or evaluate to be mean or is where most miscommunication arises.
cruel It's all a part of human nature.
This brings me to my second point.
Now before you go crazy and start yelling at people t.o
Criticism can be divided int.o two main cat.egories:
stop staring at you, remember that you are guilty, too. You constructive and personal. Constructive criticism is usumay not always evaluate everyone you see; but usually, a ally more productive, sometimes offering suggestions for
quick glance of a person is enough t.o conclude judgments. improvement. Personal criticism is a deliberat.e att.empt t.o
As I see it, there are only two ways people will pursue an piss someone off. The line is sometimes hard t.o define, but
evaluation of you. One: If you intrigue them; Two: Ifyou the point is still valid. Here's a situation t.est.
annoy them.
·
Your friend approaches you on campus wearing bell-

Shannon Martin

N

bottoms and platform shoes. After you pick your bottom lip
up off the ground, what do you say?
A) "Shop much?"
B) "You know, Gerald Ford's not in office."
C) "Who's your fashion coordinator? Ray Charles?"
D) "I don't know why the hell you're wearing that, but
you may want to upd&OO your wardrobe."
Although it can be revised to fit the situation, 'D' would
be the bestchoice. ltoffersasuggestion to the problem. The
other responses are direct efforts t.o embarrass and humiliate, which may seem somewhathumorous,butitisalsothe
stem of many hard feelings.
I return home this May. '\Vhile there, I will beg, plead,
and brown-nose for a car for the fifth year in a row. This
year, however, I will utilize my new mastery of the art of
tact. rve already decided that "Look, you stingy black
people,IwantacarandlwantitNOW,"maybealittlet.oo
strong. Inst.ead, I will say that "I would appreciate a car so
I can get myselfto and from work." This approach is more
likelytogetresults,and willreducethechanceofmegetting
my black ass kicked ont.o the street.
Situatiens vary, and I realize that sarcastic personal
attacks are a way oflife amongst friends, but when dealing
with parents, professorsl,llld strangers, constructive evaluation and passive t.one may be the way t.o go.
Nowt.ell that girl who has been watching you read this
article to mind her own damn business.

Tony Whitten
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Women win in an Oscar ilight that's worth it
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
ouldn'tyou know it?
Every year I watch
the Oscars. And every year I complain.
It seems like the extravaganza becomes more and more
ridiculous every year. And the
voting breaks the bounds of
the ridiculous, movingintn the
·~ stupid or outright self-serving.
This year was different.
This year, on the day of the Oscars, I had a date with the
jawbreaker and, after some major oral surgery and a
heavy dose of painkillers on the evening of the broadcast,
I decided tn succumb t.o better sense and go to bed for
healing purposes rather than enduring a show I traditionally hat.e and getting my bowels int.o an uproar.
Wouldn't you know it?
This is the year the Academy actually behaved itself
and awarded the (generally) most-deservfr• erecipients in
each category.
After years of waiting in the wings, Al Pacino finally
won a Best Actor award, and deservedly so. You can say
what you want about the story involved in "Scent of a
-Woman," Pacino's portrayal of Col. Slade - the proud,
independent and finally suicidal retired army officer-is
fiery, int.ense, romplex and his best presentation since
~Day Afternoon."
For the past five years, Emma Thompson has been
building a small but intense following for her work especially the parts she has done in films co-featuring her
husband, writer-director-actor Kenneth Branaugh.
Thompson is, pound for pound, the most versatile, solid
actress around these days.
·

1

W

About the only point of rontention comes from the
awardingofBest Supporting Actor. It was cool to see Gene
Hackman get .an Oscar as the more t.erritorial than lawupholdingsheriffin "Unforgiven" although J ackNicholson
didagreatjobin "AFewGoodMen."However,let's be real
- Pacino de~erved a "best supporting" nod for his part in
"Gelngarry Glen Ross."
I know, I know. He had it as a lead man and shouldn't ·
get it for something else.
Manure.
Hey, if you have a good year, you have a good year and
should be recognized for it. Besides, that type of thinking
only establishes the opinion that the awards are contrived
and not awarded solely on merit.
However,just as I get int.o that funk over the awards,
one romes down that is both completely startling AND
well deserved.
When Marisa Tomei, a virtual unknown nationally,
took the Best Supporting Actress for her work in "My
Cousin Vinny," I was pleasantly surprised.
First of all, the movie itself was simply a formula
Marisa Tomei (Courtesy/TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX)
comedy that made no pretensions to anything other than
As for Best Picture - finally, after three decades, a excelling within its genre. I doubt anyone on the set
thought in t.erms of winning awards.
west.em gets it.
Then there is the fact that Tomei was in her first
Don't argue. "Dance~ With Wolves" was NOT a westprominent
film role and was really only known in limited
ern; it was a politically-correct stat.ement and a threemarkets
(New
York, Chicago, L.A) as a stand-up oomic.
hour joke.
But
anyone
who saw her performance in the movie
There may be some argument as to whether either "The
knew
right
away
that there was more to Lisa than the
Crying Game" or "Howards End" were shafted because of
gum-smacking,l3rooklynit.e
who appeared t.o be asmartass
theirquiet, almostlit.erarybuild-upbut they didgetbestin the
dummy
and
slowly
turned
int.o
the perceptive and intelwritingdepartments sojustice was done. Overall, I don't think
ligent
woman
at
the
end.
there is much argument over this winner.
In a show that was labeled with the theme "Year of the
As far Clint Eastwood winning Best Director for
Woman,"
Tomei's and Thompson's awards stand out as a
"Unforgiven," there might again be rontention in light of
break
from
the traditional Oscar performances and, if the
the fact that Robert Altman was also on the block for his
Academy
is
finally beginning to break out ofits lethargic,
great romeback movie "The Player." However, there can
marketing-based
traditions, it is t.o be rongratulated
be no denying that "Unforgiven" is certainly the bestalong
with
this
year's
winners - most of whom (finally)
directed film that Eastwood has given us from those he
truly
deserved
their
statues.
has done over the years.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Congratulations to all the new officers
and people in new positions! Now that
we've got the ball lets roll with it Dust
off your bell bottoms and other 60's
accessories for Peace and Love social
with Pi Beta Phi on Fri.I TBMT
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Brothers and pledges, two event
Saturday. "AD" tour 11 :00 am and
paddle night 8:00pm see there. Proud
to be a Deltasig pledge!
KAPPA DELTA
,.
Ladies-white rose is 16 days away! Get
your dates! Pledge class '90 retreat this
Fri. Pledge class '91 retreat this Sat.
Don't miss it! Sisters and pledges--0nly
4 more weeks until summer-hang in
there!
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Congratulations Lambda Chi and Pi Phi.
Nothing personal Sig Ep but you lost!
Thanks alot to everyone who helped
out with Teke week! Wally nice to meet
your fiancee Squiggy. OW and Woody
thanks for your dancing showcase. Who
threw that dirt! Remember bros.
meeting Sunday 6:00 make sure· you
don't crumble your crackers.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Sat. ZTA r.AE tube'in social all day. Hey
E's IAE formal April 10 so suck in those
guts and get a date.
Congrats to all greek week winners.
Eagerly awaiting director's cut of Pike
Piper. House meeting tonight@ 10pm.
Jungle Jam Sat.· @ 9pm-BYOLC.
Banquet coming April 16. Pay your
*@?*I PD:TNG.
Greeks & Clubs raise a cool $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! No obligation. No
cost. You also get a free headphone
radio just for calling. 1-800-950-1037,ext. 25.

CLUB INFO
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.
Returning to school? If you are in an
unusual situation and need help or
advice, call Gina at 823-2191.
Grandpa Bill Leach's chalk drawings
come alive at FCA Thurs. 7:00pm
WDSC

April 1, 1993
2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available now $450
David 249-2865.

Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries.
Eam $600+/week in canneries or
$4000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & board! Male or
female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.

Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF
$420.00 a month 363-5636.
Winter Park Woods condo, 1/1, tennis,
pool. non-smoker. Call 886-2052 $390.

Longhom Steaks
Voted #1 Steakhouse in Atlanta
9 Straight Years·
Now hiring winners. If you possess
drive and energy, and want to have
fun, we want to talk to you. Bar,
hostess. -servers, kitchen, books. Apply
in person M-F ~ Sat. 9-1
3385 S Hwy 1792 next to Home Depot

FOR SALE
1yr. bedroom set. $600. 671-9950.

SWAT
SWAT members for all of those who
helped out with the greek week 5k we
appreciate your support. Don't forget to
wish Mike McCreary a Happy Birthday.

Sony laserdisk and cd player & six disks.
Excellent condition, used only few times.
Call 296-300 5.

Part time help. At least 20hrs week.
New student oriented business located
in University Shoppes across from
campus. Not food service. Please call
249-0855 between 9-4.

Love seat like new, must sell call
678-4450 $100 obo.

ROOMMATES
Grad student seeks responsible roommate, townhouse-halfway between UCF
&Rollins, $250/mo. 407-678-4667.
FINS needed own bdrm/bath to share
w/couple. $195/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
282-9216.
Winter Park-2bed 1bath house, fenced
yard, fully fumished 275+ 678-8616.

Manufacturing house 2wide 3bedrs
2bath assumable-appliances. Central air
by UCFS Fly Park carport-shed 19000
407-658-4936.

AUTOS
1989 Dodge Daytona. Great condition.
$4125. Call Tami; 671-9950.
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000
and assume payments. Call 671-6125

FOR RENT

'84 Lincoln towncar $1995 349-2577.

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

HELP WANTED

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy CaU. OMV Properties Inc.
.
65~1967
Biweekly contract· student apartment
very good rate please call 273-1500.
Rooms for rent-summer term-males
only-fratemity house, all utils. included,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for details
872-0373.

., Catch The Action

m~h· Our ~

Student Speclal
Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches • Tennis
Courts • Club House • .Sparkling Pool!

Students build your sales
experience*add to your resume•work
with the Orange County Public School
Board*plt and flt positions
available*send resume to "The
Adventure Card", P.O. Box 579, Winter
Park, FL 32790 Attn: Chris Hinton.

Greeks & clubs raise a c6ol $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the member who calls! And a free igloo cooler if
you qualify. Call1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.
intemational Employment-make
$2000+/month teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan
& Taiwan. No previous training
required. For employment program call
206 632-1146 ext. J5418.

671-2400

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

We can help
you find

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
All undergraduate and graduate
students are eligible for financial aid.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

We're despe1ate! Take advantage of I.is!
All sections need writers. No prior experience is necessary. Call 823-6397 for further information.

Submerse at the ancient ruins of Tikal
Stepback to the XVI Century visiting
Oaxaca, San Christobal and Antigua
Climb the Pacaya Volcano
Treck the Jungle
MEXICO

&

17 DAYS PRICE: $1,364
$847
10, 27, JUNE 17, JULY 6

GUATEMALA

GUATEMALA

7

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Academic papers, resumes, tape,
transcription. Reasonable rates,
pick-up/delivery at UCF 2n-6946.
Thesis, manuscripts 407-349-2577.
COMPUTYPE
All your keyboarding needs
term papers/resumes/transparencies
reasonable prices
dedicated to making you look good
677-1170
term papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop &WP 5.1

Eng/writing tutor I have a BA in Eng
and experience $10/hr 671-7363.

OTHER
Transportation Survey
Winning Number!!
0610
Must have stub from survey form call
628-0875 ext. 134
Lose up to 30 lbs*in 30 days"for $30
100% natural*increases energy*total
appetite control*call now: 366-3568.

Looking for
business,
marketing or any
major
interested in
_,
earning money:

DEPAR'IURES MAY

The Central Florida
·Future has unlimited
opportunities for
advertising
representatives.

DAYS PRICE!

Information 363-0794 [Juan)
Reservations STRR TOURS 290-5159

Bring Friends ...
Roommates...
. ~nd Money!!!

426-5509

or Brevard 633-9808
24 hoursn days toll free or write to:

Please include your phone ~umber

-

! ~ The sky's the limit

Put your mind at ease.

11-1111\111

Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

GET MONEY FOR NEXT SEMESTER NOW!
Call

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 658-9074

Landscape malnt. helper to service
quality accts. Days & wknds. Apopka/
Longwood area. Honest & good worker, experienced preferred. 290-5906.

Hypnotherapy a way to change your
feelings thoughts or habits, make them
acceptable to you, positive results
gtJaranteed free consultation. 898-1016. ·

•

Fast* Professional*Accurate

TUTORS

1f.llfl~;l Betw!~l~=~ru~=:~~~R 436

l(tlWlll

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Ambitious out-going self-starter for
side-line income. To find out more, call
Rob Tonneberger at 324-5776.

SERVICES

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

6

.OUTL~T ·

Belz Factory
· Outlet World
. Mall 2
363-4670

1Oo/o student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

Payment is made on a
generous commission
basis and the only requirements are a positive
and motivated personality. Prior experience in
sales is helpful, but not
..
required.

Call Tisha at
823-2602
The sooner you
start, the sooner
you earn.

?w

'
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. Lightning slip-sliding down the stretch
Trace Trylko
SOUND OF LIGHTNING
•

Tampa Bay Lightningfans, our weekly
colwnn has been shortened because of
space considerations, not the dismal play
; of the Bolts. With that said, what has
Tampa's favorite hockey team been up to
thelastweek?Youguessedit:moreoftheir
• same losing ways.
Actually,theLightninghavesplitaphlr

ofgames since our last Sound of Lightning
column. They dropped Ottawa Thursday,
3-2, in a thrilling game. But, their return to
Expo Hall in Tampa was not as favorable.
Detroit blitzed the good guys from the
Bay Area 8-3 Saturday night. Lightning
goalieJ.C. Bergeron watched the puck slide
by him all night The Bolts are playing out
the string and are givingsomeplayingtime
to their young players. Recent Lightning
gwames have resembled the play of the Atlanta Knights, Tampa's minor league affiliate. This final stretch drive has left Light-

OFFSIDES
~

FROM PAGE 8
6) LosAngeles-Noimprovementover last year. Colorado

•

.,,.

is the only reason they avoid the bottom.
7) Colorado - Good base, but Rockies' fans will need to
learn patience - quick
AMERICANLEAGUEEAST
1) Toront.o -Maybe not as good as last year, but certainly
still good enough to repeat in the East
2) Cleveland-The Indians were young last year and now
it's time for them to show what they have learned.

OFFICIAL WORD
FROM PAGE 8
enough for this also ran. No pitchingwill make ita long 7587 season.
5) Los Angeles-Tommy Lasordahas too many defensive
holes to fill. Another long year in Dodgertown, as LA
_ struggles to a 72-90 mark.
6) San Diego - Frugal minded Padres will get what they
pay for. The cheaPadres will finish 70-92.
., 7) Colorado -Baseball in the Mile High city will produce
a lot of long balls. But, too many will be against Rockies'
hurlers. 60-102.
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
1) Baltimore -Orioles will narrowly take the East behind
decent pitching and the rebound of Cal Ripken. 92-70.

~

~

ning Head Coach Terry Crisp virtually

speechless ... 'There'snotalottoreallysay,"
Crisp said
Time is running out to catch some National Hockey League action in the Tampa
Bay area. Four home games, including
tonight's contest with the Vancouver
Canucks, highlight the schedule. Tampa
travels to Philadelphia Saturday for a date
with the Flyers and starts the final home
stand Tuesday versus the St Louis Blues.
Gaine time tonight is 7:35 p.m. Catch you
ne..xt week, pc.ck lovers.

3) Baltimore -Could surprise if Cal Ripken hits well, but

3) Minnesota-TheTwinslostsomekeyplayers, but Kirby

it may not be enough to bank on
4) New York-The pitching and Manager Buck Showalter
are the keys to winnfr1g. Just keep George S. out of things.
5) Milwaukee -The Brewers suffered big losses in the offseason and need to rebuild
6) Bost.on - Help needed: batters inquire within
7) Detroit - Great offense, but desperate for pitchers.
AMERICAN LEAGUE WESf
1) Texas -The Rangers are as hot as the chili in Texas.Jose
Canseco will lead this team to the World Series.
2) Chicago - Solid offense will keep the Sox near the top.

Puckett and Dave Winfield will provide leadership.
4)KansasCity-DavidConeisabigassettotheRoyalsand
will help them rebound from last season.
5) Seattle - L-Ou Piniella's savvy could lead to some good
pitching trades and make the Mariners a contender.
6) Oakland -Not enough t8Jent in any area
7) California -These Angels need a miracle.
The Rangers will drop the Jays. Then Toronto will face
the Cubs in the Series after Chicago runs its claws through
the Braves. Then Texas all the way. Stand and cheer
baseball fans, the season begins Monday. Play ball!

2) Toronto -Too many departures will prevent the Jays taking it Don't be surprisediftheymakea big trade. 90-72.
from repeating. They'll take it to the wire though. 90-72. 3) Texas -They have Jose Canseco, but not even Nolan
3) Cleveland-The Tribe has the youth and pitching to be Ryan cari·save their pitching staff. 88-74.
impressive. They'll rally together and put behind a tragic 4) Kansas City-The return of David Cone will keep the
Royals in contention for awhile. 85-77.
Spring, finishing 85-77.
4) Milwaukee -The Brew Crew does not have the depth 5) Seattle - Lou Piniella will squeeze the most out of this
or t.alent to finish higher than fourth or better than 82-80. club, but 77-85 is the best he'll get.
l>) New York - George Steinbrenner is back and job 6) Oakland -The mighty .Ns have finally fallen. Where's
the pitching? Not in the Bay Area. 76-86.
security for Bronx Bomber bosses is gone. 81-81.
6) Bost.on - Dawson will give the Sox some pop, but the 7) Califomia-Probablytheworstoffensein baseball. Can
it get any worse for the Halos? Yes, 68-94.
struggle in Beantown continues. 75-87.
In the playoffs, Minnesota w'l! d~ny Baltimore, while
7) Detroit -Awful pitching! Enough said. 66-96.
Atlanta will quickly dispose of Montreal. No stopping the
AMERICAN LEAGUE WESf
1) Minnesota -Dave Wmfield willbethedifferenre. Twins Braves this year. Atlanta over Minnesota in six. The fun
will slug it out in a down year for the AL West 91-71.
begins Monday. Good luck to your favorite team and until
2) Chicago -White Sox are one or two players away from next week, remember-The sports beat goes on!

Sports
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Coletta - fi:esbman force for the
Men and women
gear up for the
conference tourney

by Scott Ginchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Afterwinningfivematchesina
row and seven of their last eight,
the I.ady Knights tennis team is
heading into the Trans America
Athletic Conference tournament
with confidence. Part ofthe team's
renewed spirit and success is due
to the emergence of freshman
Tracy Coletta .
Coletta came to UCFfrom Cape
Coi;al High Sch9Pl in Cape Coral,
-- - Fia.;Wliere~e"i>hiyedin thenwnber-one spot on the girl's tennis
team. Though most athletes find
transition from high school sporls
to collegiate athletics difficult,
Colettahaseasedintoherkeyrole
for UCF. She is 10-3 in her last 13
matchesandattributeshersmooth
transition to the help and encouragement she has received from
UCFHeadCoachGailFa1kenberg.
"She has helped me a lot with
adjusting from junior tennis to
college tennis," Coletta said.
"She is a dream to coach because she wants to leam and has
been open to tcy new shots and
styles," Falkenberg said.
Colettafirst began playingtennis at the age oflO, when her dad
practiced with her and taught her
the basic skills of the game. Her
family still attends her matches.
Like most athletes, she has role
models and idols. She looks up t.o
Steffi Graf and Chris Everl and
hopes to one day match their
achievements.
Tennis and a busy school

by Scott Glnchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·

Freshman Tracy Coletta has posted a 10-3 mark in her last 13 matches. She'll
help lead the Smashing Kn_ights in TAAC tourney play April 16-18. <DeHoogJFUTUREJ
schedule take up most of
Coletta's time and she is learning to handle everything her
new environment entails. The
team has become close on and
off the court. This closeness,
Coletta feels, is partially respon:·
sible for the team's improved
play.
Next up for the I.ady Knights

willbetheconferencetoumament.
Both Coletta and Falkenberg are
optimistic about the team's
·chances.
"Ourconferenceisatoughone,"
Falkenberg said. 'Teams like
Florida International, Rollins and
Stetson will be tough, but I think
we have a very strong team. I am
sci pleased with the progress they

have made."
Coletta is now looking back at
her first year at UCF and life as a
student athlete. She doesn't hesitate when commenting about her
decision to attend UCF and play
tennis. "I like it. I enjoy it a lot. 'rm
glad I chose UCF."
Speaking for the rest of UCF
tennis fans, so are we.

The men's tennis team has
increased their record to 13-5-1
as they prepare for tournament
time.
Monday, UCF displayed their
top form, destroying Florida At- lantic University, 7-2. The
Knights have one match left,
against The Citadel before the
Trans America Athletic Conference tournament April 8-10.
The Lady Knights continue
to cruise as they collected three
more victories en route to an
impressive 12-6 record.The
week of dominance began with
a 9-0 drubbing of Cleveland
State Tuesday. The entire team
dropped only one game throughout that afternoon.
UCF then handed Eastern
Illinois University its first loss .
ofthe season. The women capped
off their week in grand fashion,
defeating Florida Atlantic 8-1 •
Sunday.
The women's final mat.ch is
against cross-town Rollins College Tuesday. After Rollins, tl'ie
women will prepare for the
TAAC tournament April 16-18.
Both the men's and women's ~
tournaments will be held in Birmingham, Ala.

Jenny, Trace square off with their 1993baseball picks
Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES
The boys of summer are here. Monday
marks the opening of another season of
America's favorite pastime- baseball. So
pull out your gloves, put on your hats and
pick your favorite teams. Here are the
official picks from the Offsides crystal ball:
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
1) Chicago -Ihatetoadmitit,buttheCubs
have what it takes to be on top this year.
Good luck to your team, Mr. Trivial
2) New York -The Mets have regrouped
from last year's fiasco and are hungiy for a
winning season.
3) Montreal - The team's young players
are solid and will emerge as a force in the
future, but not in time t.o save this year.
'- 4) St. Louis -The Cards have aggressive
players, but need to tighten up their sloppy
offense.
5) Pittsburgh-The Pirates need to look at
this season as a rebuilding year.
6) Philadelphia - What the Phillies need
is a good health insurance program. Ifthey
can avoid injuries, they may surprise.
7) Florida - Hey- theyre an expansion
team. What do you want?

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST
1) Atlanta -Another I hate to admit. They
are stilLpacked from last year, but I don't
think they'll take the pennant.
2) Housu>n -Young players are coming of
age and will support pitcher Doug Dral;>ek
in a winning season.
3) Cincinnati-TheRedsneed to ignore the
off-season eventsinvolvingtheir owner and
concentrate on using their talent to win
games.
4) San Diego - Good team, strong hitters.
But not strong enough to top fourth in the
West.
5) San Francisco-The Giants could have
a giant year if they find more support for
Barry Bonds.
OFFSIDES continued page 7

stay competitive, climbing to 87-75.
3) St. Louis -The redbirds don't have the
bats to go to the wire, but they'll pick up
some low-scoring wins and finish 86-76.
4) New York-The under-achievers will be
at their yearly defensive worst. A cast of
fading stars will limp to a 79-83 mark.
5) Pittsburgh - Too many free-agent departures will sink the Bucs this year. The
Pirates will be staring at 76-96.
6) Philadelphia - Pennsylvania's other
sony chili will edge Florida off the bottom.
Dismal pitching will translate into 72-90.
7) Florida-The Sunshine State's first look
at regular season ball won't be a pretty one.
Howcanitwhen45-year-oldCharlieHough
OFFICIAL WORD
is the staff ace? Bad to the tune of 65-97.
America's favorite pastime will spring NATIONAL LEAGUE WFSr
its 162-game regular season upon us Mon- l)Atlanta -Baseball'sbestpitchingstaffin
day. Fearless forecasts abound. However, 20years. They'll be enjoyingthe tomahawk
one and only one can truly be on the mark. chop and baseball's best record, 96-66.
Now,fortheunveilingoftheOfficialWord's 2) Cincinnati - In any other year the Reds
1993 Major League Baseball predictions: would take it. But, Atlanta st.ands in the
way. Cincywill t.akeitdown t.o the wire, but
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
1) Montreal -The Expos have developed will be just shorl at 92-70.
young talent and have a decent pitching 3) Houston -Most talented 'Strosinyears.
staff. Youthful and hungry, they'll take the Pitching additions will keep them alive
through September, but they'll end 89-73.
NL East with a 94-68 record
2) Chicago- Departures of Greg Maddux 4) SanFrancisco-Bany Bonds willnotbe
and Andre Dawson were evened out by the
OFFICIAL WORD continued page 7
pick-up ofseveral free agents. The Cubs will

Trace Trylko

WHAT'S ON 'AP?
MONDAYFRIDAYSATURDAY-

.

Baseball vs College of Charieston 7 p.m.
Baseball DH vs College of Charleston 2 p.m.

TUESDAY-

Track UCF Relays
Men's Rugby@ U. of Florida noon
Baseball vs Florida Atlantic 7 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs Citadel 2 p.m.
Wonwn's Tennis @ Rollins 2:30 p.m.

LlGHTNING JUST sicA TING OUT THE STRING page
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UCF filmmakers fulfill a dream
Imagine being trapped in a dingy, muggy room day
and night grinding over endless work, hopeful that
someone might notice what is being done. Instead of
praising the worker, the overbearing boss becomes
insulting. This may sound like everyday at work to
some, but imagine that this was yourfirst day. The boss
yells continuously, finally resorting to the customary
"You're fired!" You long for the day when workers are
happy and the boss is encouraging.
This is the hope of Gabriel, and this is his dream.
So begins the vision of Director Eduardo Sanchez's
new feature-length film "Gabriel's Dream," a tale of racial
and economic strife at the hands of ungracious employers. The idea fora reality-based drama came into Sanchez's
mind as he was working at a Maryland blueprinting
company.
Although he did not personally see any problems, he
thought of the struggle workers might face if the administration were against them.
"A lot of characters from the film were based on people
that I actual_ly kD~. All these guys were so different, yet
they were in the exact same situation," Sanchez said.
The film was shot in Gaithersburg, a suburb of
Washington D.C. Sanchez was able to use a warehouse owned by his former employer to provide a
centerpiece for the film.
"We were originally going to shoot at the place where
I worked, Sanchez said. "They had machines and offices, and everything was planned. When the ownerfound
out that we needed all day, weekends and nights-that's
a long time to shoot lover three months] - he had a
warehouse, and he said 'what do you guys think of
shooting there?' and we said 'all right'.
11

Filmmaking always has its unscheduled quirks.
"A lot of it had to do with just getting it done. It took us
around two months to shoot it. It was crtizy. We all went
to Maryland, then went back [to Oriandol to get the
equipment and then back up to Maryland in three days,
and we didn't even know if we were going to shoot,"
Sanchez recalled. .. Even going past the set a person
wouldn't have known there was a serious film going on
because it was such a small crew, at times numbering, at
the most, eight people.
"Looking back I realize that I had the best crew anyone
could ask for in that situation. Set designer Rick Moreno
and art director Cart Juliao built an ideal set for literally no
money. Producer Maria Erades and production manager
Cecilia Mendonca kept the production at an ideal pace,
and cinematographer Peter Rowan gave the film its
distinctive look," Sanchez said.
For the film, Sanchez borrowed a crane from Towson
State University. In order to use the 12-foot, 900-pound
crane in the film, they had to get it out of the studio through
a small door. They ended up tipping the crane over on its
side and pulling it out on carcl>oard.
Troubles were not restricted to the equipment. In the
warehouse, cameraman Tim Fredericks had to film a
constanto/-moving scene with a hand-held camera. In the
scene, two men come together to argue face-to-face.
During two takes of the shot, one of the actors kept
running into the camera and ramming the eyepiece into
Fredericks' head.
Mike Monello, the camera assistant and film editor,
recalled that during the last day of filming, the crew was

11
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SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Jim
Beam

99

Specials Good
Thru 4/7 /93

750 ml
80 proof
Copenhagen (roll) $2.50
Located RIGHT ACROSS
FROM UCF in between
12223 University Blvd.
Kinko's and
UCF Credit Union

823-9370

HE THOUGHT
IT WAS JUST A CRUSH.
HE WAS DEAD WRONG.
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4~G1Ut~~JAMES G. ROBINSON MOO\ AMORGAN CREEK PRODOCTI(Hj
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~THE CRUSH" CARY ELWES ALICIA SILVERSTONE JENNIFER RUBIN KURTWOOD SMITH MUIJiGRAEME REVELL, EDITOllAN CRAFFORD
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Resume Special! ·
s2000

.e>
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rm

1 page - / includes typesetting,
graphic format, editing, 10 copies
& 10 envelopes. $5.00 for each
additional typeset page.

OVIEDO PUBLISHING CO.

_____ ___________
94 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK RD., OVIEDO

,.,365-6604

~uYtf!M
at Crazy Wings

After 11 PM pitchers

THURSDAYS:

$3.50 .for everyone ·

Ladies drink FREE
Bud & Bud Light Draft from

•No cheap beer
• No small cups

9 - 11 PM

LIVE REGGAE BAND
Dean & University 677-1004

"Q•ZAR: IHE LIVE ACTION

Q

LASER GAME HITS TOWN

Opposite
rl1e AMC
Fashion
Village 8
theatre

""

.

3855 East
Colonial
Drive
Reservations
895-8291

SERIOUS FUN wnH A LASER' GUN .

TAU lHf KHS.
CAlL AtAB.
TAU ASIANO.

• FAX 366-0729

5100@\WOOlNJqj,
OJfOJ@fPJ{Nl@fiJ@(SllI}l5]
®®®0000\PJD
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper
serving the University of Central Florida, is preparing
for its.future. Positions are opening up this fall for
editors and assistants in most departments and
applications are being taken now. If you have experience in publishing or the initiative and willingness to
learn, investigate the _possibilities with us.

Come by our editorial offices localed by the
fonner art dom!s where Libra and Gemini
drives intersect or call us at 823-6397.

1he Future is waiting for you.
fRlfNO~ UON'l lH fRlfNO~ ORIVf DRUN~

(
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. Oscar night: predictable and Unforgiven
Oscar night started with a bang, when first- Jr. Washington wasMalcolmXand Downey
timenomineeandHollywoodne.tveomerMarisa became Charlie Chaplin. "In Scent Of A
Tomeiscoreclahugeupset.Shepulledoffawin Woman," all we saw was Pacino acting like
in theBestSupportingActress category, beat- a blind old fart. Sure the role was enjoyable,
, ing out some pretty seasoned competition.
but was it Oscar worthy? Afraid not.
It was agreatstarttoan evening, which quite
Most disparaging were the political ophonesto/, never seemed to end. The three- ·««l~\,<:·=·>x· portunities that somecelebs abused dur' and-a-halfhourceremonyono/hoocbout ~i~=w=•~=~~~ ing the telecast. Susan Sarandon and
one hour's worth of anything inter- ·~·~. Tim Robbins took ti~e out to plead
est1ng. The manr
:@.r@r~K
~~~>.:'J'"' awards and Bil"'
•y it."
....,;.
..........
~ ..
,.:, the country to let m HIV-infected
Crystal's opening monobgue were ·~i~~,;;: ~JW&,~=f.J ,./·· Haitians. It drew scattered applause
i
all that were enjoycible to watch in ~~:~f§',,;;r5~1:1::''*' fromthecrowd.lnmybook.Robbins
this far-from-lively telecast. The ~'%y-~ is.well on his way to the pretentious
show's middle two hours were a test in pa- asshole of the year award.
tience for all involved.
Also grandstanding for a political cause
The theme of this year's show was was Richard Gere. No, he wasn't talking
"Women In Film." They mostly showed about animal rights for gerbils ... he rambled
• old movie clips to celebrate ... after all, endlessly about human rights in China. He
there were really no memorable women's ended his speech with some weird teleroles in films this past year. The few that pathic plea for freedom to the Chinese. I
did stand out ... Michele Pfieffer(" Batman would have preferred a plea for Cindy
Returns,") Gina Davis ("A League Of Crawford to come out naked.
Their Own") and Sharon Stone ("Basic
As usual, the musical numbers of the
Instinct" hveren 't even nominated. CPI ease evening were horribly over-choreographed
don't try and lump Demi Moore into that and lacked enthusiasm. Natalie Cole filled in
category, even hubby Bruce Willis could for Whitney Houston on the nominated
see through her starched performance.) "Bodyguard" tracks. and a humorless Nell
For best Actor, Al Pacino tangoed his Carter did her best to fill Robin Williams'
way into a win. Hardly deserving when you shoes on a song from "Aladdin." By farthe
look at the complexity of the performances worst song was Liza Minelli' s tribute to
.t
by Denzel Washington or Robert Downey . women in film. You can't get much more

1

Gene Hackman and Clint Eastwood left the Academy Awards with Oscars
for the winning film of the evening, "Unforgiven." <courtesytwarner bros.)
pathetic than that.
As far as the major winners, the lot was
pretty predictable. Clint Eastwood ruled the
night with a best director and picture Oscar.
And granted, "Unforgiven," was the best
film of the five nominees. Unfortunately, that
left out too many great pictures .

I suppose that's enough co~ining about
1992's Oscar choices. Instead let's put our
energy into figuring out wtx:> Oscar is going to
praise from '93 Cand if Iwere you Iwouk:in 't put
too much money on Spike Lee>.
• david j shoulberg
staff writer

.Maxi Priest sets an Orlando night to Reggae music
"Set the night to music." That's what Reggae artist Maxi
Priest proclaimed as he began his performance at The Edge
in Downtown Orlando last Wednesday.True to his words,
Priest set the night to music as he kept the audience captive
for the duration of his two-and-a-half-hour concert.
Priest was relentless in unleashing several well-known
~ldies like "Wide World" and "Some Guys Have All the
Luck," to his current hit "Grooving in the Midnight." Al' though many of his songs cater to mainstream listeners.
Priest sang both new and old Reggae favorites, including a
medley of Bob Marley tunes. to appease hard-core Reggae
fans. Priest performed classic songs such as "Sensimillia
' Joe" and "One Love," which may very well be reggae's
anthem. He also had the audience dancing to covers of

"Murder She Wrote" and other recent Reggae hits. ·
Priest's voice was in top form and was as smooth as the
Jamaican Red Stripe beer that much of the audience was
drinking. The vendors selling Jamaican beef patties and Jerk
Ca spicy chicken or pork dish) helped to transport the
audience from downtown Orlando to the Caribbean.
The bad weather on Wednesday did not seem to faze
Priest's faithful fans who tu med out in droves to attend
the concert. The quality of the performance made up for
the wet, muddy conditions at The Edg~'.'1
Priest's backing band was excellent. Made up primarily of
Jamaican musicians. they were able to transform Maxi Priest's
mild CBritish> brand of reggae into the real thing. They pelted the
audience with heavy pulsating rhythms, making it difficult for

·t···················
~

UP-COMING CONCERTS IN APRIL

t

1: SPOKE with Compulsiv Recording
~
Artists CRAIN, The Station
ic
5: SOULASSYLUM -GOO GOO DOLLS ic
VIC CHEST NUT Rollins College, 8 p.m. ic
8: HENRY ROLLINS- Spoken Word Tour~
The Edge, 8p.m.
. ~
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anyone to listen without getting the urge to dance.
Priest: s charisma shone throughout the performance.
He allowed several fans to go up on stage and dance and
sing with him during "Housecall" and "Close To You." He
was also quite good-natured a~ut the rather large woman
who chased him across the small stage with the hope that
he would dance with her. ·
Much of the audience went home in a good mood as
Priest ended the concert with a cover of Bob Marley's "I
Don't Wanna Wait in Vain" while the audience sang along.
It was a mellow ending for an evening of music.
• kisha dunn
central florida future
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about our move-in specials

?ii:

FOR STUDENTS ONLY

(407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen • Sand Volleyball
• Screened Patio
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Tennis
•Shuttle Buses Available
• Racquetball

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods lvd

University Blvd

==
~
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Army ROTC classes provide the leadership skills
sought by top employers. Register this term for
an Army ROTC elective.

Call CPT Angel A. Morales
823-2430

·i

down·to the final three shots. At
·about 2 a.m., Sanchez asked the
crew if they wanted to go home
or stay another three hours and
wrap ·the film. They decided to
stay. ·
At 5 a.m. they broke down the
equipment and went home to
sleep as the sun was coming up.
After Sanchez got home, he
got a call from the owner of the
warehouse, who said that he had
rented it out anQ that the new
people were outside the building
ready to move in.
All the equipment and the sets
had to be removed from the warehouse. Sanchez had to get back
up. call up whomever was not
working that day and drive back
to the warehouse.
If they had not decided to stay
the night before, they would not
have finished the film. Ironically,
as the crew was moving the
equipment out the back door,
~hey noticed the incoming company bringing blueprinting ma'chines in the front door.
The crew had created all these
:tna<?hines, and then, right after
they were destroyed, the new
company brought in the exact
same machines, only real.
And so ended "the dream."

ARMY ROTC

• tim wassberg
central florida future

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CD TAKE.
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The New.

Stare

The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos
thanks to the help of WXXL's Surfer Dave
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - RUSH
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on everything but guns and paint

L

Good at new location ONLY!
Not good In conjunction with other offers.

-------------------

I
I
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M@bil

Seating is limited and on a first•come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel

....--

•

Demetree -Plaza. across from
Don's Restaurant

I~-------------------~
DRAGON'S REALM COUPON
I

Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. -. RUSH
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - PINK FLOYD - The Wall

~~~

·-- New Address
7339 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32807

.

()
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We have complete automotive
service and repair fa~ilities
Come in for a 1U% Discount
on all services and repairs

Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East on left in Loch Hoven Pork.

Corner of University
and Goldenrod
4009 N. Goldenrod Rd.
677-7988

So, You want
to be a

LAWYER?
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1 Good for
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i $25

\\Tc Ca11 Ile/pl

towartlyourmovo
whcnyoumovci.ntoany
1 apartment community
1 wo have referred to you
I
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1 year FREE Jtoommnto
Matching Serviocl
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• Aparlmcnls
• llou~cs
• Oct.oiled Info
• Floorpl:ma
• Videos
• f.nd Moro

Apifrtment Hunters
4RO!J I~. Colonial Drivo • Odnndo • (407) 805-0800
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·Attend our Free Seminar on

·--....;..--------------------------------·
COlDNIAL Fl.FA MARKET
11500 E. COLONIAL DR (E. HWY. 50)

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
on
Thursday, April 1, 1993
'
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Across the road from the
FRAT HOUSE"
11

NOW OPEN FRIDAY NOON TO 8 PM
SAT & SUN 8 AM • 5 PM

7:00 pm
Holiday INN UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave

Everyone can sell!
Spaces from just $2.00 for Garage Sales
550 PAVED & COVERED SPACES

Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include:
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs; how to
make your letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your
personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam.

(407) 380-8888 or (407) 679-8705

{b@llbr1
CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

•
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NORB KOLB, MGR.
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DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS SJ..22.

..

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES •

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

